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• CMOS type imagers became the default imaging 
means in consumer electronics 
 

• Dominated by “Capture and Display” (CAD) 
• Smartphones, Tablets, Laptops, or other devices with screen 

 
• New Wave of Battery Operated IoT Devices 

• Place focus on power 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Change the Main title to CMOS Imaging TODAYDespite the huge adoption in the market place, predominantly, the applications is still based on what I call CAD, Capture and Display type of applications. Your smartphone, your AFFORDABLE DSLRs are all CMOS sensor based. Can anyone name a device in around you that uses CMOS sensor in a non CAD manner?There is a new wave of battery operated devices that totally shifts the paradigm for devices used in commercial and home, i.e security cameras, doorbells, baby cams and etc. that we have never imagined possible, a decade ago. Think about the huge barrier that it removes, when a device can be placed anywhere the user wants, not limited to where the power chord is and when the handyman is available…..this opens up a whole new opportunity for devices around us. These new wave of battery operated devices sheds new light to the key focus of the topics I want to cover today, the low power Always ON in CMOS Imaging. It sheds light  on the importance of low power….on how we need to be smart about extending the duration between charges, in order to make these devices useful to the consumer. One of the trend that has been obvious for other components like MEMs or PIR is that it has always been low power and they can be used in any battery operated devices, but not so true when it comes to image sensor……In the following slide, I want to show you through the developments of CMOS imaging sensors and how we ended up where we are today….
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Change the Main title to Trends in CMOS ImagingSubtitle: Power vs. ResolutionOur Obsession with Resolution…….This is an interesting chart that summarizes a lot that happened over the past decade and ultimately concludes why CMOS imaging is late to the “low power always ON bandwagon”, so to speak. One of the thing this chart shows is it presents to us our obsession for resolution. There is no doubt that we have been marketed that “more resolution is better”. And we (I mean as sensor suppliers) are responsible for this. Because eventually, that is what drives sales and volume in Smartphones, tablets and all the good stuff we carry along with us 24/7. With fear that we miss the moment…which is why we need to capture the highest resolution there is…2. Now, this is NOT all bad…..because of our obsession in resolution, we mastered the art of shrinking pixels. We went from a ancient gigantic 6um pixels in VGA (back in early 2000s) to now 0.8um pixel in in a 48MP camera. What this has done is essentially improved the pixel performance vs. geometry, in terms of noise, SNR and the whole nine yards. BSI is a great example. Sure the sensitivity is not going to be the same as a large pixels, but there are so many ways to compensate for that with binning, physical lighting and/or really complex signal processing. In other words, we have grown accustomed to using these high resolution, even at the sacrifice of low light sensitivity.The importance of these breakthroughs in small pixels can be extrapolated now back to a bigger geometry and utilize all the improvements we have done over the last 2 decades or so. Now this can open up opportunities in different areas where resolution is not a crucial factor but power. I will touch on that in a little. 3. If you have been in the imaging long enough, you can actually equate the camera resolution on the x-axis to the Year in time from 2000 to now. Really, what we have done over the last almost 2 decades or so, is we put all our eggs in increasing resolution with LITTLE or NO emphasis on power management. Sure you can ague that the column ADC and process advancement from 0.18 to 0.11 to 90nm and even 65nm has help in terms of power. In essence you are correct, but if you understand how sensor marketers (myself included) work…..is that they put this power reduction benefit, right back into…??????In summary, while other sensory input components, like MEMs, PIRs, audios and etc, have moved along further with power reduction, we as sensor excelled in the art of pixel shrink to gain more resolution. Thus, this is my opinion on why sensor is late to the low power always ON bandwagon. It is a lot of information to digest…..feel free to ask more questions in our Q&A.



• CMOS Imaging is the CORE 
 

• Focus on image analytics type of applications 
• Low Power solutions through pixel and algorithmic 

detections 
• Incorporate “smart detection” into the sensor 

 
• Product Successes 

• Optical Mouse  
• Wii Switch Gaming Controller 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
PixArt imaging incepted in 1998 and have been true to our core of design and manufacture of CMOS imaging sensor. However, we put little focus on the capture and display market where image resolution plays an important role. �Our focus is on low power imaging solutions.We focus on incorporating algorithmic smarts into our sensor and thus reduces the amount of computation beyond image sensor.A few od the product successes in the market that we are most well known for as the optical mouse and Wii and Switch gaming controllers. As you can see from these product successes, we have been focusing our target market in the battery operated devices since the get go. Our experience and know how in this area had prepared us for what is about to come….low power always ON applications. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This gives a snapshot of the product categories that PixArt participate in the marketplace. A few key takeaway on this slide:These are all the applications we are able to enable with low resolution. They are certainly not the traditional capture and display application where focus is on small pixels and high resolution. Pay attention to the power that we can achieve because of the combination of low resolution and algorithmic smarts that was incorporated into the sensor.I am not going to go through each and every applications as some of them are fairly self explanatory.I will however touch on a few….The optical mouse is one where the sensors run at frame rates upward of 15K or more. Yet we are able to achieve a mere 5mW in operational power during use, and this is gaming mouse, where the accuracy and ips are on the higher end. PPG Sensor for heart rate, this is for wearables market. Because the AFE is built into the sensor, due to the benefits of CMOS process, we are able to achieve 200uW in operating mode, including LED current. As you can see, these are devices where power budget is limited and every single uA counts. The crucial thing that user cares about is how long can the device last in between charges. As we move along in the age of IoTs, we are going to hear this phrase being focused on more.



• Global Shutter 
• Allow for very low fps duty cycle in Low Power Mode 
• Without “rolling shutter” artifact 

 
• Modularized Blocks (Digital and Analog) 

• i.e During integration, Digital and Analog blocks can be OFF 
• i.e Skip function allow turning OFF rows not in use  
• Easier said than done!!! 
 

• Integrated Image Analytics  
• Data are processed on silicon 
• Allow lowest “Deep Sleep” stage until an event is triggered 
• i.e Built-In Motion Detection 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SO exactly how are we able to achieve low power??Outside of being stingy on pixel resolution, there are a few other things that we think we do better than others. All of the applications we enable with low resolution, we prefer to use global shutter than roller shutter. The main reason for that is that we leave the flexibility of putting the sensor in low power mode, where the sensor is running really slow frame rate. In cases of the low frame rate, one of the thing from an algorithm computation standpoint is we do not want to see an image with rolling shutter artifact. For some of you who may have experience in this, is that rolling shutter artifact cannot be corrected, and even if we can, since we are so stingy on power, we want to avoid this at all cost. 2. Modularized blocksI want to emphasize that this is harder to achieve than said. Many silicon vendors pride themselves at the ability of being able to achieve modularized design, but I have seen otherwise. Many chose to change the datasheet rather than operating in true modular deigns. All it takes is one vector or scenarios that was miscalculated, and now you have to turn on more than one block to enable that function. Our ability to achieve a true modularized design is a combination of our decade years of experience in dealing with low power requirements and constantly “slave-driving” our designers. Ultimately, achieving true modular design requires discipline and discipline not every has….thinking about it…..routing is more complicated, more room for errors, more consideration of outside norm usage, more simulations and etc. We have gone through this phase before…..Simply put, these two examples I have provided is not that no one has thought of before, but the permutation and combination that the designer has to consider when doing the design and routing is extremely complicated, to say the least. How many skips and what has to be on during integration, all have to be considered while making the function low power. Any missteps in calculation, will jeopardize the true modular design principle. 3. Lastly, as you have seen that we demonstrated in prior slide is that we incorporate the detection, data processing block for what I call a Stage 0 analysis. The idea behind this is to be able let the sensor be as self-sustaining as possible, in a way that only the sensor is ON and the rest of the higher power system is put to sleep. The idea is to keep the overall system at its lowest power stage for the longest period of time. The is the principle of duty cycle, we want the system ON time to be minimum over a period of 24 hours or more. 



• All image sensor suffers from Dark Current (caused by Heat) 
• Silicon impurities 
• Power dissipation on chip / Ambient Temp. 

• Ultimately, power dissipation causes heat, in turn reduces the dynamic range 

PixArt 
71mW 

Competition 
100mW 

2 Lux ; 70deg Ambient 
Camera placed inside of 
oven 
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2 Lux ; 70deg Ambient 
Camera placed inside of 
oven 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this slide, I want to demonstrate that lower power also has a positive side effect that would benefit in terms of image quality. All image sensors suffer the reduction in dynamic range when exposed to high temperature. This is called the dark current effect. 2 major factors affect the accumulation of dark current. Silicon impurities is part of the process and it varies with every manufacturer. This goes down to recipes and adding elements to help with the accumulation of dark current. The other factor is thermal generation. This is one that we can have control without going into the option of thermally cooling the sensor, like how it was done in the olden days with TEC cooled Astronomy cameras that allow for integration over hours. As you can from the image where we made simple comparison that a sensor is operating at the same frame rate, exposure but at 30% lower in power. Assuming all the silicon impurities are constant, you can see that the image taken inside an oven with 70deg ambient, the reduced dynamic range due to dark current. So, when the power is low, we do limit the thermal generation within the sensor. Lowe power  leads to lower thermal generation and this opens up the use cases where extreme environmental conditions is a requirement. 



• Complete Camera Solution that includes: 
• Re-flowable optical lens 
• Low Power Image Sensor 
 

• QVGA (320 x 240) at 30fps : 1.4mW 
 

• QQVGA (160 x 120) at 30fps : 600µW 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the very first time that this camera is being publicized. Our main objective in publicizing this now is to enable the low power always ON market. We see that the timing is appropriate now with IoTs gaining traction, and eco system starting to pay attention to low power vision. We even took it one step further….We are hereby eliminating the supply chain headaches from working with a camera solution. For some of you who had experience in working with camera solutions, there is a terminology I always explained to customers. Sensor silicon without a lens is a just a sensor. Camera is one where the sensor sees through an optical system. What this says is the sensor without a lens is of little use for the always ON sensing. Lens is a big part of the overall solution. With the camera integrators doing huge volume businesses with OEMs that plays in smartphone segment, upwards of MILLIONS per month each product category, we get little attention from camera integrators becauseThe volume is far from that in SmartphoneThe resolution is small and they have to make LOTS to make up for the revenue from say a 12MP or 16MP, which is common these days, going back to our obsession with resolution. Ultimately, it all comes down to business. At PixArt, we are committed to enabling this market with the understanding that initial adopters are going to be low and slow, but if we DO not take this first step forward, new applications will face  barriers enabling always ON vision. So with this, I want to let the ML community that PixArt is taking this risk in minimizing this barrier and we want the community to be creative and not let the supply chain be of any concern in your path to creating innovative applications. I am not going to go through the specs line by line due to time, please come to speak to me and inquire more details throughout this summit. 



Distance: 1.0m 

Distance: 1.2m 

Distance: 1.4m 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This are the actual image from the camera taking images of human at different distances. This was part of our internal exercise to find out the distance for a certain object to be detected. Plus, I am not a big fan of this guy, so I just want to shame him in a public forum…. 



• Do MORE with LESS….Resolution 
• Only sustainable way to achieve Always ON state 
• This is NOT a replacement for high resolution cameras 

 
• Use for Detection, Trigger, decision making, object 

counting and etc. 
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• Low Power Edge Processing is 

CRUCIAL 
• Camera CANNOT address all variations 

of analytics on silicon 
• NOT scaleable and NOT realistic 

• Begin the discussion….. 
• Partitioning / Optimization in terms of power 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A low power camera is NOT enough….The ecosystem of processors, machine learning, AI…..all these needs to work collaboratively to achieve this1. Do MORE with LESS resolution…It is the only sustainable way to enable always ON state that in CMOS imaging sensors. Gone are the days with limitless resolution, all these are luxury in the space of always ON, there will be a high resolution camera always, but it not to be used all the time….you need a new class of cameras for detection, trigger and decision makingPlease keep in mind that this is NOT a replacement for your higher resolution camera. We want to enable Always ON visual while minimizing the use of high resolution camera to ONLY when it is needed. 2. With that said, a low resolution camera can always be used to be the Stage 0 analytics to determine what the next course of action ought to be. Is it to turn on the main camera? Is it to have more stages in between to gain more confidence in the detection, i.e combination of other sensory inputs to supplement this decision making process. All this, as you are now aware is to minimize the false detection that may cause us to turn on the higher power system more frequent than not. 3. Low power edge processing is crucial. This is where you shine. Your expertise and your know how in efficient machine learning and what can be achieved, is key to allowing as much algorithm detection and smarts to be enabled in low power mode, before we went ahead and turn on the more dominant power system. Let’s recap, we are able to incorporate some analytics in the sensor, but using silicon to address all the future variants of analytics is a very very expensive and non scaleable way of enabling always ON. Just imaging the cost of new silicon from design to silicon out….that could upward of 1MIL, including all the overhead cost. I believe that Always ON applications from here on takes on many variations and silicon is NOT a realistic manner to address this market. 4. With that said, there is even more reason for the community and CMOS imaging vendors like myself to continue close collaboration. With each of us working in silos, nothing good will come out and if it does, it will be years before we can realize anything. We should keep in mind to continue to utilize our expertise and keep close collaboration alive with the common goal to prolong in between charges on any devices,…..ultimately, that is where the future of devices will lie and I want all of us to be the pioneers in enabling this. 



Charles Chong 
Dir. Of Strategic Marketing, N. America 
Email: Charles_chong@pixart.com 
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